International Journal of Academic Pedagogical Research (IJAPR) ISSN: 2000-004X Vol. 3 Issue 5, May – 2019, Pages: 1-2 www.ijeais.org/ijapr 1 The Privileges and Inevitable Drawbacks Encountered On the Path of Study While Having a Job ulira'no Masharipova Ozodovna, Egamberganova Yulduz Toxirovna, Otajonova Maftuna Arslonbek kizi Students, Department of English Language and Literature, Philology faculty, Urgench State University, Urgench, Uzbekistan. E-mail address: goodluck_0714@mail.ru Abstract: The article elucidates the potential merits and demerits that are normally faced by students who are willing to deal with the issues of job and study simultaneously. Keywords: To have a part-time, spark controversy towards straightforward, to hamper, control life, to meet financial needs, Social skills, discrepancy, serious and answerable eyes, competition, budding, work atmosphere, to make a progress, promotion on the level of knowledge 1. INTRODUCTION Nowadays, it is common case that most of the young want to have a part-time job while they are studying at university or collage in order to meet their financial needs. But, some parts of the public spark controversy towards this process, saying that it breeds new challenges for learners and hamper them in studying hard. But, there are some benefits which we cannot ignore on this way. Let's look through plus and minuses one by one. 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS Advantages  Today, it might be very hard to pay tuition fees and other expenses such as household utilities for many people. For these reasons, they want to raise money by having a job. As for students, since they have become mature, they begin having a wish to begin new independent life : making decisions themselves and settle their future, feeling that future in their hands, not in others'. All these are more straightforward in mind, but if we come to practice, it is not so effortless as we thought. Beginning life from scratch opens new world for you despite problems, difficulties. This will occur as a result of having income from your job. You get a chance to control your own life that nobody interferes and leads you by your nose.  With enjoyment, you can also get responsibility that compels you feel that you are responsible for your job, for what you have done before. It leads to look at the world with more serious and answerable eyes.  While you are living with your parents, you may take money for granted and waste them, not being thoughtful. Until you realize that it is so hard to earn money, you never know the value of money. After experiencing that money does not come automatically, people sacrifice their time, energy, effort so as to gain it, they think about it before making expenses. It results in being more sensible in the using and economic person.  While you studying a particular job, it is more beneficial to find a job which is suitable to your major because of experience made by you in your job. On the ground that you are practicing what you have learnt at your study place such as theories, you may become more skillful and experienced than the budding who have start a job after graduating.  Life experience also plays the main role at this stage. While working, you may make friends whose specialty is the same with yours. This process may support you when you want to acquire more knowledge and increase the number of you skills. Because here where there is someone with the same thing with yours, there exists a competition. Without competition, there is no progress. Witnessing a great number of people who are better than you, you try to do your best to lead and be ranked as the first in the list, being eager to learn more new and sophisticated methods.  Social skills comes into play while discussing the topic above. On the ground that you are surrounded by your colleagues, you have to show the same attitude equally to all. In this case, you learn character of each of them : what they like, what they dislike and so on. This helps you not only to understand people but also to make new friends and assimilate into social life. Disadvantages:  When you have a job, you have to be obsessive about in order to meet the demands of your employer. In this case, you push yourself to work, not study. You may skip a chance to promote your skills on study and increase the level of your knowledge. This leads to feel satisfaction what you know on your specialty, and feel that there is no International Journal of Academic Pedagogical Research (IJAPR) ISSN: 2000-004X Vol. 3 Issue 5, May – 2019, Pages: 1-2 www.ijeais.org/ijapr 2 necessity to explore new things for you in the world of study.  Other degrading result is that you do not have enough time for learning new sources associated with your specialty if you are busy with your work. You may limit yourself, not letting the new co into your life.  At the age of 17-18, people who are working at somewhere may feel isolated from social life. They tend to feel more burden because of high responsibility of work, they do not have time to spend with their peers. When they have a gettogether, they always speak about work and more serious topics, while others who do not have any job talk about funny stories or other interesting situations they have had before. This discrepancy may seem petty and not important to people, but it shows that the young with job may forget real taste of the period of youth and begin feeling getting fed up with the word "job" at their early ages.  When you are working hard, becoming workaholic, not only you forget your study, but also you forget about you. You do not pay attention what you eat, where you sleep. You live in the place which is situated between work and study place. You may not make progress in either of them, wishing to sacrifice yourself to both of them, not thinking about you. If you are in bad condition, if you feel sick, ache, you cannot concentrate on both your work and study. The high amount of workload may be burden of the person's shoulder. 3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION Having a particular job may give you an array of benefits that we cannot reject such as life experience, promotion on the level of knowledge, having a chance to practice what you have learnt, but it may also deter you to do something you should do in some cases such while you are forgathering or it may inhibit you to accept the word " job" as revolting and disgusting statement because of being fed up with problem of work at early stages of your life. Here, you should give the question: " For whom am I working ? For whom am I studying ? " The answer is obvious. "For ME!" If so, why are you taking you for granted ? Why are making exceptions when you want to make your dreams come true. Everything has their own time. Do not rush yourself. Just wait for you own clock. If this does not occur right now, there is a little time to be waited, there is a few efforts to be made. REFERENCES: 1. Mel Robbins. The 5 second role. Transform your life, work and confidence with everyday courage. Psychological complex. Amazon, 2017. 2. Robert Maurer. Achieve excellence through the power of small steps. Guided meditation complex. America 3. Robert Kiyasoki, Sharon L.Lechter. Rich Dad and Poor Dad. Great Britain, 2000 4. Remez Sasson, Dorina Sasson. Affirmations-words with power. Psychological complex. Amazon. 5. Remez Sasson. The Power of Affirmations and Positive statements. Psychologically Guided Article. " Success Conscious". 6. Masharipova Gulira'no, Sultanmuratova Yulduz. Triggers for depression and ways to tackle this challenge. Article. Spain. "Actual problems of applied sciences Journal World", 2019. 7. Masharipova Gulira'no. Just stop limiting yourself, remove all the obstacles which hurt you and let belief in your strength come into your life. Article. Great Britain. " Modern scientific challenges and trends",